Preload needed: NONE

Other section variables needed:

Section N: N147 – # TIMES SEEN DR- PREV IW/2 YRS

Variables in this module: V351-V382

[If R did Not see or talk to a medical doctor since the previous interview/in the past 2 years [if N147=0], then GO TO V372_RacialGrpGood]

---

V351_JudgeRaceEthnic
WORRY DOCTOR JUDGES BASED ON RACE
When you visit the doctor do you worry that the doctor or other medical staff make judgments about you because of your race or ethnic background?

1. Yes
5. No → Go to V354
8. DK → Go to V354
9. RF → Go to V354

---

V352_ActRaceEthnic
ACT IN WAYS JUSTIFYING JUDGMENTS OF RACE
Do you worry you might act in ways that justify judgments held by medical staff about people of your race or ethnic background?

1. Yes
5. No
8. DK
9. RF
V353_QualityCareRaceEthnic
JUDGMENTS OF RACE AFFECT MEDICAL CARE QUALITY
Do you think that the judgments that the doctor or other medical staff make about you based on your race or ethnic background affect the quality of medical care you receive?

1. Yes
5. No
8. DK
9. RF

V354_JudgeGender
WORRY DOCTOR JUDGES BASED ON GENDER
When you visit the doctor do you worry that the doctor or other medical staff make judgments about you because of your gender?

1. Yes
5. No → Go to V357
8. DK → Go to V357
9. RF → Go to V357

V355_ActGender
ACT IN WAYS JUSTIFYING GENDER JUDGMENTS
Do you worry you might act in ways that justify judgments held by medical staff about people of your gender?

1. Yes
5. No
8. DK
9. RF

V356_QualityCareGender
JUDGMENTS OF GENDER AFFECT MEDICAL CARE QUALITY
Do you think that the judgments that the doctor or other medical staff make about you based on your gender affect the quality of medical care you receive?

1. Yes
5. No
8. DK
9. RF
V357_JudgeaAge
WORRY DOCTOR JUDGES BASED ON AGE
When you visit the doctor do you worry that the doctor or other medical staff make judgments about you because of your age?

1. Yes
5. No  → Go to V360
8. DK  → Go to V360
9. RF  → Go to V360

V358_ActAge
ACT IN WAYS JUSTIFYING AGE JUDGMENTS
Do you worry you might act in ways that justify judgments held by medical staff about people of your age?

1. Yes
5. No
8. DK
9. RF

V359_QualityCareAge
JUDGMENT OF AGE AFFECT MEDICAL CARE QUALITY
Do you think that the judgments that the doctor or other medical staff make about you based on your age affect the quality of medical care you receive?

1. Yes
5. No
8. DK
9. RF

V360_JudgeWeight
WORRY DOCTOR JUDGES BASED ON WEIGHT
When you visit the doctor do you worry that the doctor or other medical staff make judgments about you because of your weight?

1. Yes
5. No  → Go to V363
8. DK  → Go to V363
9. RF  → Go to V363
V361_ActWeight
ACT IN WAYS JUSTIFYING WEIGHT JUDGMENTS
Do you worry you might act in ways that justify judgments held by medical staff about people of your weight?

1. Yes
5. No
8. DK
9. RF

V362_QualityCareWeight
JUDGMENTS OF WEIGHT AFFECT MEDICAL CARE QUALITY
Do you think that the judgments that the doctor or other medical staff make about you based on your weight affect the quality of medical care you receive?

1. Yes
5. No
8. DK
9. RF

V363_JudgeMoney
WORRY DOCTOR JUDGES BASED ON MONEY
When you visit the doctor do you worry that the doctor or other medical staff make judgments about you because of how much money you have?

1. Yes
5. No → Go to V366
8. DK → Go to V366
9. RF → Go to V366

V364_ActMoney
ACT IN WAYS JUSTIFYING MONEY JUDGMENTS
Do you worry you might act in ways that justify judgments held by medical staff about people who have similar amounts of money as you?

1. Yes
5. No
8. DK
9. RF
Stereotype Threat & Unfair Treatment

**<V365>**
V365_QualityCareMoney
JUDGMENTS MONEY YOU HAVE AFFECTS MEDICAL CARE QUALITY
Do you think that the judgments that the doctor or other medical staff make about you based on how much money you have affect the quality of medical care you receive?

1. Yes
5. No
8. DK
9. RF

**<V366>**
V366_JudgeReligion
WORRY DOCTOR JUDGES BASED ON RELIGION
When you visit the doctor do you worry that the doctor or other medical staff make judgments about you because of your religion?

1. Yes
5. No → Go to V383
8. DK → Go to V383
9. RF → Go to V383

**<367>**
V367_ActReligion
ACT IN WAYS JUSTIFYING JUDGMENTS OF RELIGION
Do you worry you might act in ways that justify judgments held by medical staff about people of your religion?

1. Yes
5. No
8. DK
9. RF

**<V368>**
V368_QualityCareReligion
JUDGMENTS OF RELIGION AFFECT MEDICAL CARE QUALITY
Do you think that the judgments that the doctor and other medical staff make about you based on your religion affect the quality of medical care you receive?

1. Yes
5. No
8. DK
9. RF
{Note: change in numbering to accommodate additional questions}
{These questions were added in lieu of asking specifically about sexual orientation}

<V383>
V383_JudgeOther
WORRY DOCTOR JUDGES BASED ON OTHER REASONS
When you visit the doctor do you worry that the doctor or other medical staff make judgments about you for any other reasons?

1. Yes
5. No → Go to V369
8. DK → Go to V369
9. RF → Go to V369

<384>
V384_ActOther
ACT IN WAYS JUSTIFYING JUDGMENTS OF OTHER REASONS
Do you worry you might act in ways that justify judgments held by medical staff about other people like you?

1. Yes
5. No
8. DK
9. RF

<V385>
V385_QualityCareOther
JUDGMENTS AFFECT MEDICAL CARE QUALITY OTHER REASONS
Do you think that the judgments that the doctor and other medical staff make about you for any other reasons affect the quality of medical care you receive?

1. Yes
5. No
8. DK
9. RF
Stereotype Threat & Unfair Treatment

When you visit the doctor, you completely trust the doctor's judgment about your medical care. Do you agree or disagree with this statement?

1. Agree
5. Disagree
8. DK
9. RF

When you visit the doctor you worry that the doctor is judging you based on the private information you discussed. (Do you agree or disagree?)

1. Agree
5. Disagree
8. DK
9. RF

When you visit the doctor you worry that the doctor is testing you for things that you don’t know about. (Do you agree or disagree?)

1. Agree
5. Disagree
8. DK
9. RF
V372 RacialGrpGood
RACIAL GROUP CONSIDERED GOOD
Overall, people of your racial or ethnic group are considered good by others. (Do you agree or disagree?)

1. Agree  
5. Disagree  
8. DK  
9. RF

V373 RespectRacialGrp
RACIAL GROUP RESPECTED BY OTHERS
In general, others respect people of your racial or ethnic group. (Do you agree or disagree?)

1. Agree  
5. Disagree  
8. DK  
9. RF

V374 RacialGrpAble
RACIAL GROUP LESS ABLE
Most people consider people of your racial or ethnic group, on average, to be less able than other ethnic or racial groups. (Do you agree or disagree?)

1. Agree  
5. Disagree  
8. DK  
9. RF

V375 RacialGrpSociety
RACIAL GROUP NOT RESPECTED BY SOCIETY
People of your racial or ethnic group are not respected by the broader society. (Do you agree or disagree?)

1. Agree  
5. Disagree  
8. DK  
9. RF
Stereotype Threat & Unfair Treatment

<V376>
V376_RacialGrpPosView
RACIAL GROUP VIEWED POSITIVE MANNER
In general, other groups view people of your racial or ethnic group in a positive manner. (Do you agree or disagree?)

1. Agree
5. Disagree
8. DK
9. RF

<V377>
V377_RacialGrpAsset
RACIAL GROUP VIEWED AS ASSET
Society views people of your racial or ethnic group as an asset. (Do you agree or disagree?)

1. Agree
5. Disagree
8. DK
9. RF

<V378>
V378_Accomplish
ACCOMPLISHMENTS MORE IMPT THAN CONNECTIONS
What you accomplish is more important to you than your connections to people. (Do you agree or disagree?)

1. Agree
5. Disagree
8. DK
9. RF

<V379>
V379_Compassion
HAVE COMPASSION FOR OTHERS
You have a lot of compassion for other people. (Do you agree or disagree?)

1. Agree
5. Disagree
8. DK
9. RF
Stereotype Threat & Unfair Treatment

<V380>
V380_FeelingClose
FEELING CLOSE TO PEOPLE
You like feeling close to people. (Do you agree or disagree?)

1. Agree
5. Disagree
8. DK
9. RF

<V381>
V381_AskHelp
COMFORTABLE ASKING FOR HELP
You are comfortable asking those that you are close to for help with just about anything. (Do you agree or disagree?)

1. Agree
5. Disagree
8. DK
9. RF

<V382>
V382_HavingYourWay
HAVING YOUR WAY MORE IMPT THAN REL HARMONY
Having your way is more important to you than maintaining harmony in your relationships. (Do you agree or disagree?)

1. Agree
5. Disagree
8. DK
9. RF

END OF MODULE 8